PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE MEETING
December 16, 2020
VIRTUAL MEETING VIA GOOGLE MEETS
Members Present: Ruth Ludwig, Jenny Van Sickle, Craig Sutherland, Esther Dalbec
Also Present: Todd Janigo, Chris Carlson, Erin Abramson, Eric Lynne, Steve Roberts, Thor
Throne, Shelley Nelson, Brent Fennessey, Jodi Saylor
Councilor Van Sickle called the meeting to order at 5:02pm.
1. Approval of the November 18, 2020 meeting minutes.
MOTION by Ludwig, second by Sutherland and carried to approve the minutes
from November 18, 2020.
2. Environmental Services Division: Presentation on the K Street Storm Sewer Repair Phase
II project by Donohue & Associates
Eric Lynne (Donohue & Associates) gave some history and an update on Phase II
Repairs. Faxon Creek comes in on the bottom of the creek and goes into a storm drain for
about eight blocks from the park to the bay. The original pipe was constructed in 1891
and was about 10 feet in diameter. There have been periodic repairs and modifications, as
the 2012 Storm did some damage to this piece. After the storm, on the out fall end, it
carried with it some bricks. It was believed this did not come in to the sewer but from the
sewer. This sparked investigation in 2012. The pipe was assessed and several spots were
found where bricks were gone. It has been lined with 3 layers of brick in most places. At
that time, it was recommended to repair it and the fastest to implement and lowest cost to
apply for repair was shotcrete (like a plaster). They also put in a wire cage for added for
strength and about four inch thick material. This repair increased the capacity, restoring it
to what used to be the capacity. The repair was completed in 2015. During the repair,
only about 705 linear feet of length was fixed and they only addressed the very bad parts.
Phase 2 is to take care of the rest of the pipe. Essentially, the repairs have not progressed
substantially at this point, but it is a good time to fix things before they get worse. Phase
II will assess the pipe, validate what repairs are possible and recommend and develop
design improvements. This Phase will involve 1,400 linear feet, so twice the length of
Phase I. The goal is to maintain or increase the capacity and extend the service life. Items
that will be addressed are the uneven bottom, deteriorating brick on the side walls, cracks
in the ceiling and everywhere, and repairing the inlets from sewer connections/manholes.
There was a geopolymer option identified as the most cost effective, but it was not the
recommended material. Shotcrete was deemed as the best option for this phase. It is very
proven and consistent with what was used in Phase I. The work will be scheduled during
low flows. It is important for contractor not to be working during rain events, so that will
be a construction limitation. The work will have minor impact to the public, similar to the
previous work. This phase will be focused around Central park and the outlet. There will
not be much for significant noise. There will be a portable generator to provide
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electricity. For the repairs, the full diameter will be repaired in some areas, while other
areas will involve partial diameter or liner. The project is estimated to cost $1-1.5 million
and depends on potential alternatives or changes are made during the project.
Currently there is not good data for life expectancy on storm sewers, but sanitary sewers
are rated for 20-40 years. Typically, storm sewers would typically have a longer life than
that. They do not inline pipes this size as they are too big – between trucking costs and
having to wet it out on site and pulling it through, it is not financially feasible or even
possible in some instances.
Director Janigo stated that it is important to note where we started and where we are
today and asked for an update from ESD on this. Steve Roberts gave an update. The
previous phase of shotcrete work was done after the 2012 flood. At the outlet where the
storm sewer goes in to the bay. The culverts under Marina Drive are arched shaped pipes
and smaller in diameter so it washed out during 20112 storm. They were replaced with
larger diameter steel pipe. Hydraulically, when water spills out, it loses velocity and
when it accelerates it has to re-energize. Those hydraulic losses were eliminated to
function more efficiently. There was also a trail that crossed an old railroad bridge and
had a number of piles holding brick in place. Those were removed and the trail was
relocated to eliminate hydraulic restriction at the outlet. There were 2 significant utility
penetrations through the pipe that were removed during the 2012 project. There were also
8-10 inch pipes where vegetation would accumulate and create partial blockage so those
were removed. Performance and flow improved as a result. They are now looking to
address the portion not protected from further damage. Since the rate of damage can
accelerate, we need to protect infrastructure we have before it gets worse.
We have this very comprehensive potential to make the whole of Faxon Creek flow
better. Each of these projects is increasing the capacity by about 30%. This reduces the
water and chances of flooding in Central Park and the UWS area.
The goal is to get the project out for bids early in 2021, hopefully earlier in January.
Actual construction will happened during dry season which would most likely be in the
fall. This was budgeted in Storm Water Utility Enterprise Fund Budget.
3. Environmental Services Division: Recommend Belt Filter Press Rehabilitation
ESD is recommending that we enter in a sole source contract with Andritz Company,
who manufactures their solid filter press, to rehabilitate the press. It has been in service
for about 30 years, which is 10 years beyond the expected time frame for needing
rehabilitation. It has served the City well, and rather than replace it, the most cost
effective path forward is to refurbish mechanical components. Included in the
recommendation is an upgrade to the control system which would allow ESD to
interconnect it with their computer control systems to monitor and record operation data
and also use that to optimize its performance. There isn’t an express warranty period that
would be like 10 or 20 years, the mechanical overhaul is replacing parts that already
lasted 30 years so it is reasonable to expect the new parts to last 20+ years. This press
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was rated for facility for 10MGD of capacity and our facility is rated a little less than that.
There is a lot of age but relatively “low miles” compared to a location that might have
more frequent use. They expect a good 20 years of service from this.
MOTION by Ludwig, second by Sutherland and carried to approve the
Recommended Belt Filter Press Rehabilitation.
4. Councilor Bender: Consider a 4-way stop at 22nd and Hughitt.
This was talked about in committee a couple of months ago. There are two maps included
in the agenda packet. One map is showing Belknap to 21st and the other 21st to 28th with
the layout of stop signs and yield signs in that area. If you look at just Hughitt there are
some yield and some stop signs but south of 21st and East of Hammond on both stretches,
less is a lot less traffic control there. The problem brought before us is at 22nd and
Hughitt. There were a couple of accidents in that area very close together. In a few
different areas, where stop signs were requested, they tried to look at two blocks. So
people would travel from 21st to 23rd Street 2 blocks and then there would be a stop sign.
Then going 1 block on 22nd to Hughitt and 1 block to John. Based on that, the committee
put the 4-way stop in at 23rd. The request from Councilor Bender is still put a stop sign at
22nd and Hughitt in the east/west direction. If there is a desire to do something different,
the only thing we could do would be to eliminate east/west stop at 23rd, stopping at
Hughitt, and move it to east/west at 22nd. That would handle Councilor Bender and the
constituent’s concern.
MOTION by Ludwig, second by Sutherland and carried to approve putting a 2-way
stop at 22nd and Hughitt going east to west.
Director Janigo mentioned eliminating the east/west stop sign at 23rd so not a 4 way just
the 2 stop signs. The committee will look at this removal at the next Public Works
meeting in January.
5. Councilor Sutherland: Sidewalk Elimination Request – 3010 N 16th Street
There is one house on the block, on a side street about a block away from Cooper School.
The owner is the only one with sidewalk panels, not even true sidewalk panels, so she is
the only one that filled out the paperwork. Councilor Ludwig did drive around and agrees
that there are no sidewalks within blocks beside one in front of her house which is
actually little blocks and not even a full sidewalk.
The Active Transportation Plan calls for a reconstruct out there and looking at the entire
neighborhood and several areas of improvement. The entire portion of 16th Street is going
to get new sidewalks. Directory Janigo stated that there is a lot of sidewalk out there,
about 8 miles of sidewalk gaps, so the timeframe of those repairs is unknown at this time.
Councilor Van Sickle would like to eventually look at revamping some of the
qualifications around the Safe Route to Schools, Transit Connector, and various pieces.
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MOTION by Sutherland, second by Ludwig and carried to approve the Sidewalk
Elimination Request at 3010 N 16th.
6. Councilor Fennessey: Discussion regarding the pros/cons of a permanent electronic speed

sign on Highway 2 near Fairlawn Mansion. Held in Committee from the November 18,
2020 meeting.
Councilor Fennessey stated that a couple of residents have noticed a difference in traffic
speeds since the signs were placed.
Office Throne, after the last Public Works meeting on 20th, put out a small sign in data
collection mode by Fairlawn. Proceeded to check and change the batteries over the next 2
weeks. On the 8th he found that there was a significant problem. All Traffic Solutions and
tech support did some updates that interfered with a lot of traffic signs.
He moved a different sign to that area once he knew about the problem. From December
8-11th the sign in place in collection mode. The data is based off of that time period. With
the sign in just a collection mode, the fact that that sign is there and even though blank
(has a sign at the top that says “This is your speed”), that affected people’s driving as
they were operating. There was a drop in speed. Most drop was with people just
compliant that dropped below the speed limit. There was no extreme braking but
approximately 80 percent of people did slow, depending on the time of day.
December 15-16th, with the speed display active, after tech support helped do a firmware
update, there showed to be the same average per hour. The one major difference that the
adjustments that they made to the sign had to do with how far out the radar signal was
reaching. Cars were getting a much further and earlier warning which slowed down cars
sooner. That had an overall effect on the average speed of a lot of vehicles. With the
speed sign active, the percentage of vehicles that slowed was actually less, but he
believes that vehicles were traveling slower to begin with.
While he was having issues with the sign, he placed another one at 50th and East 2nd. The
display was active on this sign. There were similar volumes of traffic and with active
display, 70-80 percent of vehicles do slow down when they encounter the digital speed
signs.
The small sign should be working properly now. He will be monitoring the signs much
more closely. At 2pm on Friday, December 10th until 11am Monday, All Traffic
Solutions had some sort of an outage and so the sign just stopped. Now that they are
fixed, he can move them back and collect a bigger data sample and remove “This is your
speed sign” portion of the sign so it is just a display and see what that does. He is
considering putting a sign beyond this location to see if people continue to slow down
after they pass the signs. Due to the technical issues, he will do a new data collection in
that area.
The greatest majority of traffic is within 1-10 miles over the limit – consistent with
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everything else on East 2nd. 1 to 4 cars every hour over this. Hard to quantify as it is not a
constant thing. With that data, we can then really get a good idea if the speed signs are
really effective.
Director Janigo discussed the entire corridor from 52nd to Belknap we need to look at it as
a marathon rather than a sprint. We are not going to solve this in a day or two with one
solution or another. He has started some conversations, but we need to have a
comprehensive look at entire corridor and what can be done with it as it sits today.
Hardest part is to balance the amount of traffic with the needs of the neighborhoods and
community as a whole. The whole corridor needs to be looked at more extensively with
MIC and DOT to come up with some long term cooperative solutions. It seems to be
more effective to move the signs around as if they stay in one place too long, people start
to ignore them. Some solutions may be small and some as large as reducing lane size and
putting in medians to try to slow traffic down. The Mayor mentioned at the City Council
meeting last night that we are going to begin work on Tower Avenue. We are working
with some MIC folks about Tower from Belknap to 21st and looking at some “road diets”
– the amount of traffic out there versus the amount of concrete. The streets were designed
in the 80’s when that was not a concern and so that needs to be looked at as far as what
we need and making it acceptable to all forms of transportation.
Councilor Van Sickle thanked Officer Throne and Chief Alexander for their work on
increasing education. They have been building a list to reach out to trucking companies to
offer education on expectations of speed and lane travel. Officer Throne attempted, over
the past month, to work with 511 to put a flag on East 2nd for trucks to use the correct
lane but was unfortunately told no because it is not a physical but regulatory restriction.
He also has been working on how to better track enforcement on East 2nd, specifically
with their citation software and citations and warnings. He can flag them under specific
tag to search them more easily and provide more correct data. Since October 1st, the City
has made 584 traffic stops, and issued 259 citations. He can’t not say what of that is
specifically East 2nd. He also looked at what trucks are truly required to use the inside
lane. The City’s truck route ordinance specifically states it is trucks with a gross weight
over 26,000 pounds. That is basically a very large delivery truck or commercial Class A
tractor trailer. When it comes to something smaller sized, it get questionable. He is also
looking at additional training for certain officers related to motor carrier enforcement.
Sutherland spoke about a town he drove through and where the speed went from 70 down
to 25. At the beginning, middle and outside of town there were police vehicles
(sometimes with no officer in them) parked. Seeing those cars slowed drivers down. He
questioned the use of old squad cars that we have to do this same thing. Officer Throne
has had a discussion about that related to issues down town as it offers 1) a presence and
2) to have their own cameras in place, so that is something they will likely end up doing.
The concern is finding a suitable place that is not in the way.
Once we get data we will be looking at the posted speed (35) and target speed (40), and
looking for most drivers to be in the 70th percentile. Looking at treatment, Councilor Van
Sickle did a quick audit and at the crossing at Fairlawn has most of the signs in place but
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she recommends we also put the really wide ladder crossing there. We had them there
before but during the mill and overlay they were removed and put back as single lines.
Next year after the next section, we will go back and paint them wider. Converging
Chevrons and the optical speed bars leading up to it would be cost effective and quick to
do.
This item will be held in committee until the next Public Works meeting in January.
7. Director Janigo: Recommend Amendment I to the Professional Engineering Services
Agreement: Donohue & Associates, Inc.
What we have been doing the last 4 or 5 years is putting together a contract at the
beginning of the year establishing all the language that would go into it a contract
anytime during the year. We have had contracts that have waited 9 months over the word
“defend” in the contract somewhere. It can take a long time to sort out when the
attorney’s and company disagree. This is not a contract other than we agree to language
and so going forward the Council agrees that any contracts that come up, we already have
language. So it is under $5,000, per our ordinance, we can just go with that company. If it
is between $5 and 25,000 we would have multiple quotes and anything over $25,000
would come to the Council for approval. This puts together the language so we don’t
have to go through the process with the attorneys for the consultant. It makes the
contracting a lot easier. It doesn’t commit us to anything but agreeing to language for the
next year. Example of a project $0 - $5,000 would be SEH did some work for us before
we did the crushing. They did a drone survey before and after the crushing to get the
quantity we were going to crush and then compare them.
MOTION by Sutherland, second by Ludwig and carried to approve the
Recommended Amendment I to the Professional Engineering Services Agreement:
Donohue & Associates, Inc.
8. Director Janigo: Request to Declare Additional City Equipment as Surplus
We had a big order earlier this year (Feb/Mar) replacing old and dilapidated equipment. It
takes a lot of time for that equipment to come in. As we get them in, we take all of the
components from the old trucks that we can reuse and then we need to dispose of the old
trucks. Those go to auction and per City ordinance, anything that may bring over $5,000
it needs to be declared surplus by the City Council. Councilor Fennessey asked about the
truck that was listed with only 86,000 miles and why would we be getting rid of that?
That truck is a 2002. These trucks don’t go outside of the City so they don’t see a lot of
miles but they see a lot of wear and tear such as body rust, mechanical issues, and etc.
This also increases the maintenance costs, so we turn them around to reduce costs. When
we place a pickup truck order, we try to order all of them at same time so we have all of
the same vehicle and this saves on the cost of parts – one type of parts for all trucks.
The mechanics track time and parts to come up with an annual cost. When they start
increasing, it is the time we start turning them over. This truck is one that the sign shop
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uses. It has a crane to pull signs out and is the service body for servicing all the signs. It is
also used for traffic control. It is a big orange truck with a sign board. The last year of
maintenance records, general duties and what will replace it have been included with the
minutes of this meeting.
MOTION by Ludwig, second by Sutherland and carried to approve the Request to
Declare Additional City Equipment as Surplus.
If something were to be found in the minutes that are concerning, the item can be brought
back to this committee.
9. ESD Director’s Report
We now have 12 consecutive months of continuous septic compliance. The three longest
periods of continuous compliance have occurred back to back. We hope to make it
through the current month to have the first full calendar year of compliance which would
be a big milestone.
ESD Director’s report noted as received and filed.
10. Public Works Director’s Report
We are in the process of purchasing some GPS systems for our plows that will report its
location and will put those on the City website. Residents will be able to look and see
where the sanders and plows are. We have signed a contract and are just waiting for the
installation.
Belknap Street Reconstruction Project received the Gold Award in the National
Excellence in Concrete Paving in the category of Municipal Streets and Intersections.
As we are approaching end of year we are working on Crane permits. There are a lot of
companies around town (Railroad, Refinery, Enbridge, Manions, Viant Crane) all have
heavy equipment that does not qualify to be legally on the roads due to size and weight.
We work with a State Patrol, Officer Slick, working out a permit system to permit these
companies. That saves quite a bit of money for these crane companies when they are
traveling along our truck routes from point a to point b. Without these permit they would
have to load them up on a low boy to haul them a few blocks. We do this annually.
Councilor Van Sickle stated this could create undo wear and tear on our streets. There
was one instance where they didn’t stay on the truck route and we sent them a bill for
having to rebuild the road and they paid it. We don’t have a fee that we charge for these
permit but could look into this in future. At the time these started, we were not charging,
for them. We have worked with these companies and have always has good luck. If they
do cause a problem, we monitor that and video road before and after that. We make sure
we are documenting the conditions accurately.
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Councilor Van Sickle said that there was recently a guest in this committee who reached
out later saying this was one of best and most professional substantive meeting they had
been to so thank you to everyone here that make it possible to do this.
Councilor Van Sickle called the meeting adjourned at 6:26pm.
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Public Works 12/16/2020

Signal Progression, specific timing coordination to reduce speeding opportunities.
Reverse thru-preference at 22nd Ave E., 18th and Belknap signals
Re-establish wide ladder crossing at Fairlawn w/RRFB
Consider strategic installation optical speed bars and plantings in summer 2021
Lt Trones data:
NACTO suggests that 85th percentile speed compliance is an outdated satisfactory
standard. However, if the target speed is 40 in a posted speed of 35 the high-end speeders
(more than 10 mph over) 51 mph (or if the target is 35, high end is regular travelers
moving at 46 mph) should be one of our best indicators of unsatisfactory design—and
reduction of, our best target post treatment(s)
For guidance on this stretch and particularly Tower, South of Belknap and 50th Ave E
projects should pass muster on respected and proven policy frameworks that include but
not limited to VISION ZERO, NACTO guidelines, and our adopted Active Transportation
Plan; if federal dollars are being used, the project should be consistent with MIC’s LRTP.
Federal Highway Administration also has robust STEP (safe transportation for every
pedestrian) initiatives and grant opportunities that stress the advantage of necessary
corrections for unsafe corridors proactively (not after tragedy but preventative) which is
measured by accident and fatality potential.

Jenny Van Sickle

